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Of all the models used by behavioral neuroscience the biosocial models are gaining in 
popularity among the scientists who study the consequences of chronic social conflicts and 
social stress in animals. One of such models, the Standardized Model for Repeated Social 
Defeat Stress (SMRSDS) (Golden et al., 2011) has been widely applied to produce important 
results on the molecular mechanisms of the social defeat stress (Berton et al., 2006). 
SMRSDS is a modified version of the Sensory Contact Model (SCM) (Kudryavtseva, 1991), 
which has been used by different laboratories in its original or modified forms for elucidating 
implications of chronic social conflicts. The basic design and justification of the SCM different 
stages are described in detail in the latest publication “Sensory contact model: Protocol, 
control, applications” (Kudryavtseva, 2011). Thus, it is now possible to compare similarities, 
differences and, as a consequence, strengths and weaknesses of these two behavioral 
paradigms. 
 
 
SMRSDS and SCM designs: principal similarities 
 
• An experimental cage contains a perforated transparent Plexiglas partition (screen, 
divider) dividing the cage into two compartments; 
• During the experiments defeated and aggressor mice are housed in the neighboring 
compartments of common cages;  
• Defeated mice are daily transferred to novel cages with unfamiliar aggressors in the 
neighboring compartments.  
 
 
SMRSDS and SCM designs: principal differences 
 
Size and design of experimental cage:  
SMRSDS - Rectangular hamster cages 26.7 cm (w) × 48.3 cm (d) × 15.2 cm (h) divided 
lengthwise into two equal compartments by a perforated Plexiglas divider which 
physically separates the mice after fighting sessions;  
SCM: Special cages 14 cm х 28 cm х 10 cm divided crosswise by a perforated Plexiglas 
partition into two equal compartments. The partition is removed daily to allow agonistic 
interactions on common territory.  
 
SMRSDS: Preliminarily screened, heaver and older males of CD-1 strain are used as 
aggressors. C57BL/6J mice are used as defeaters. 
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SCM: Males of the same strain, similar age and weight are used as aggressors and 
defeaters: In the first agonistic interactions the winners and defeaters become obvious 
(for detail see Kudryavtseva, 2011).  
 
SMRSDS: During agonistic interaction test defeated males are placed in aggressors’ 
compartments. 
SCM: The partition is removed from the cage to start agonistic interaction between mice 
on common territories.  
 
SMCSDS: Some critical steps used in the SCM are lacking: 2-3 days of sensory contact 
and 5 minute of activation before agonistic interactions etc. (for detail see Kudryavtseva, 
2011).  
 
      
 
Different social motivations in behavior of defeated mice:  
 
SMRSDS: Resident-intruder behavior, the intruder (defeated mice) demonstrates 
defense behavior on resident’s (aggressor’s) territory;  
SCM: Loss of social status for the defeaters in the first agonistic interactions. 
 
 
Key etiologic factor:  
 
SMRSDS: Physical attacks of aggressor;  
SCM: Chronic psychoemotional stress – expectation of adverse events, waiting for 
attacks from aggressive male.  
 
Different controls:  
 
SMCSDS: Control mice are pair housed in defeat boxes to each side of the perforated 
divider. All control mice are rotated on a daily basis in a manner similar to that of the mice 
undergoing defeat, but they are never actually allowed physical contact with their cage 
mates.  
Thus, control mice are subjected to all stress procedures excluding physical contact with 
aggressors.  
SCM: 5-7 days of individual housing. The problem of the control in the SCM and 
rationality of this control which was confirmed in special experiments are discussed in 
detail in (Kudryavtseva, 2011). 
 
 
Strengths of SMCSDS 
 
The model can be used in limited situations (lack of special cages) for the study of prolonged 
social avoidance induced by 10 days chronic social defeat stress under the lack of 
aggressive behavior in male mice of the same strain. 
 
Weaknesses of SMCSDS 
 
Aggressor mice are bigger and older mice of other strain which have to be preliminarily 
screened. Only 50% of CD-1 mice can be used in the experimentation as aggressors; 30-
40% of the mice of inbred C57BL/6J strain subjected to social defeat stress are not 
susceptible to stress. Invalid control – stressed mice.  
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On the molecular level: the absence of changes in the expression of specific genes whose 
products are involved in the brain mechanisms of anxiety or depression, for example, 
serotonergic genes (Berton et al., 2006). 
 
 
Strengths of SCM  
 
90-100% of the mice of C57BL/6J strain demonstrate aggression or active defense in the first 
agonistic interaction. Thereafter 90-100% of the victorious mice demonstrate aggression 
daily. The partition test, which measures behavioral reaction (communicativeness) to familiar 
or unfamiliar partners in the neighboring compartment, is very informative for testing the level 
of avoidance behavior in defeaters and expression of aggressive motivation in the victorious 
mice (Kudriavtseva , 2003). The results of different laboratories prove a good reproducibility 
of the method (Bartolomuchi et al., 2009). A wide range of psychoemotional disorders (not 
only prolonged social avoidance) can be formed in male mice under repeated agonistic 
interactions on the basis of different mouse strains. Therefore, it is possible to carry out 
pharmacological screening of different psychotropic drugs under simulated clinical conditions 
(Kudryavtseva et al., 2008) and to study the dynamic mechanisms of the evolving 
psychoemotional disorders from norm to severe pathology. Stability of the model has been 
demonstrated over two decades of its application.  
 
Weaknesses of SCM  
 
The innovative behavioral approach to the modeling of psychoemotional disorders, including 
a novel approach to control choice (healthy state and social norm vs. conventional control) 
and the system of comparison (norm vs. psychopathology), is difficult for assimilation by the 
newcomers and reviewers. The lack of necessary knowledge of the behavioral and 
neurophysiologic processes working in the SCM and insufficient experience in their modeling 
might lead to false interpretation of the results. A study of a forming psychopathology 
requires prolonged experiments. For example, the experiment on the induction of mixed 
anxiety/depression state and collection of all the evidence may take 4-6 weeks. For each 
new mouse strain and for different laboratory conditions the experimenter may need to 
introduce some modifications into the preliminary or testing procedures. 
 
 
However, for the experimenters who decide to use the original version of SCM its 
weaknesses will be outweighed by its wide applicability in the modeling and studies of 
different psychoemotional disorders (anxious depression, catalepsy, social avoidance, 
pathological aggression, generalized anxiety, hyperactivity, disturbances in cognition and 
motivated behaviors, anhedonia, addictive state etc.) accompanied by somatic changes 
(reduced gonad function, psychogenic immune deficiency, enhanced metastasis etc.) as well 
as in the studies of the effects of psychotropic drugs under simulated clinical conditions.  
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